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La Umbria de Casarente and La Sierra del Manzano
is a big game country estate located in the heart of
a region frequently nicknamed “Extremadura’s Siberia”. It is one of the most unknown areas but nevertheless most surprising of the Spanish geography and
it is just two and a half hours from Madrid.
Located on the banks of the García Sola Reservoir,
the hilly topography serves up spectacular views
and a Mediterranean ecosystem. The sheer beauty
of its ecosystem supports six different hunting species: wild boar, deer, mouflon, fallow deer and roe
deer, achieving thanks to an arduous management
program, an extraordinary quality of trophies. The
estate has earned the seal of Quality Wildlife Estate, granted by the European Landowners Organization (ELO). In addition, we have nearby concessions
that provide the opportunity to hunt large trophies of
Spanish Ibex, without a doubt the crown jewel of
hunting in Spain.

vate jetty and riding stables, forming a cortijo - style
architectural environment that is characteristic of
this area of Spain.
In addition to hunting, the estate also offers the possibility of fishing at the reservoirs of García Sola,
or at the nearby reservoirs of Orellana, Cijara or
Serena. These waters are without a doubt the best
waters in Europe for fishing predators (black bass,
pike, tench...).
For the ecotourist, we offer wonderful opportunities to explore nature, watch animals and birds at
their habitat while discovering the estate both on
horseback (Spanish purebred horses) as well as in
our fleet of 4x4s. We are just a short distance from
Europe’s largest crane’s migration dormitory as the
estate lies along the migration path between Europe
and Africa.

The estate is ideal to enjoy spectacular stalking hunting and custom made packages are provided. We
also offer the unique and rare opportunity for traditional montería (Spanish traditional driven hunt) for
groups between 10 and 40 hunters.

Proud of our surroundings, you can also compliment
your stay at La Umbría de Casarente, with nearby
visits to medieval architectural gems such as Guadalupe and its famous Monastery, the conquistador
cities of Trujillo and Cáceres or the ancient roman
ruins of Merida.

All guest accommodation is situated within the
grounds of the estate in spacious and comfortable
en-suite rooms. Our facilities include a spectacular
pool with views, chapel, large dining room, bar, pri-

La Umbría de Casarente and La Sierra del Manzano is the ideal destination for enjoying hunting and
Nature in a spectacular and unique environment for
hunters or with family and friends.

Our pastures and mountains are the ideal habitat
for several of the most emblematic hunting species
in Spain and the ideal setting to hunt them

HUNTING

Fallow Deer (Dama Dama)

Wild Board (Sus Scrofa)

Mouflon (Ovis Musimon)

Red Stag (Cervus Elaphus Hispanicus)

Wild Board (Sus Scrofa)

In addition to our hunting species, we are proud to host endangered
species such as the griffon vulture, cinereus vulture, black stork
or Spanish imperial eagle, which find in our state food, water and
an optimum threshold of tranquility
Cabra Hispánica (Capra pyrenaica victoriae)

We offer fun fishing days with the best guides
and boats

HUNTING, FISHING AND CONSERVATION

Both the reservoir in which we are located and
those around us, are the best waters in Europe
for fishing for predators (black bass, pike, wels
catfish, tench ...)

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

As a result of our management efforts, we have recovered
native Mediterranean forest, removing invasive pines
and eucalyptus trees. We take advantage of our natural
resources, which provide excellent food and aquifers
to feed our fauna.

The acorns, fruits of the oak (Quercus Ilex)
are the main food of the wild boar
Own stud farm

Our cork oaks (Quercus Subex) provide best possible
quality cork.We have our own cattle and horse stud
Cattle raising

AMENITIES

10 en-suite rooms with capacity for 22 people, all with telephone
and wifi. Our hunting lodge can comfortably accommodate
monteros (hunters) after a journey of hunting. Hunting bar where
to have the last drink together with swimming pool, gardens and
wildlife observatories

Pool

Double Room, with private bathroom

Pavilion

Cinegetic bar

SPAIN

MADRID
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